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Eddy Ivy Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 180 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 6.1in. x 0.4in.Fiction In Red SAT EditionParents, have
you ever wondered where that fine line between fantasy and reality lies In life, it is that space in time when you realize that it is ultimately up to you
to determine your own destiny. It is believed that a persons moral code or (critical factor) is pretty much set by the early teen years. Fiction In Red
was originally designed to educate and appeal to teens. The 52 short stories are specifically written for 15 to 18 year old High School students who
have an eye on higher education. Fiction In Red is available in two separate versions. The SAT edition and the Airline edition which was designed for
travelers who dont want to get caught up in a lengthy novel on a short trip or vacation. Both versions are exactly identical except that the SAT
edition has a glossary of over 700 vocabulary building words in a convenient glossary in the back of the book. Imagine a book that allows you to get
the essence of it before you buy it. Most books on the internet only allow you to see the first chapter or two if youre lucky, and then leave you
hanging. I do not agree with the concept of not giving the purchaser a true sense of what the book is really about. If you go to www. fictioninred.
com you will find 5 complete stories, (each its own chapter), which you can read for free before deciding to purchase this book. Fiction In Red
allows young minds to awaken to the reality of the real world. There are stories which subtly suggest good morals, stories which force you to face
the reality that...
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Dont Line Their Pockets With Gold Line Your Own A Small How To Book on Living LargeDont Line Their Pockets With Gold Line Your Own A Small How To Book on Living Large
Madelyn D R Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 106 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.3in.This book is about my
cousin, Billy a guy who taught me a lot over the years and who...
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The Poems and Prose of Ernest DowsonThe Poems and Prose of Ernest Dowson
Book Jungle. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 200 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 7.5in. x 0.5in.The Poems and Prose of
Ernest Dowson The Project Gutenberg EBook of The Poems And Prose Of Ernest Dowson by Ernest...
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Scala in DepthScala in Depth
Manning Publications. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 304 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 7.3in. x 0.8in.Summary Scala in
Depth is a unique new book designed to help you integrate Scala effectively into your development process. By...
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Silverlight 5 in ActionSilverlight 5 in Action
Manning Publications. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 1000 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 7.3in. x 2.0in.Summary A
thorough revision of the bestselling Silverlight 4 in Action. This comprehensive guide teaches Silverlight from the ground up,
covering...
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Animalogy: Animal AnalogiesAnimalogy: Animal Analogies
Sylvan Dell Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Cathy Morrison (illustrator). Paperback. 32 pages. Dimensions: 9.8in. x 8.4in.
x 0.4in.Compare and contrast di erent animals through predictable, rhyming analogies. Find the similarities between even the most
incompatible...
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